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Abstract
We present a novel method for High Dynamic Range video where the critical phases of the pipeline are based on
histograms. It is possible to achieve high framerates, since the algorithm generates one HDR frame per captured
frame. Also, the method is of low computational cost, making it particularly suited for devices with less powerful
processors. An implementation of the capture process for the Nokia N900 smartphone, using the recent FCam
API, is detailed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.m [Computer Graphics]: Miscellaneous—

High Dynamic Range video reconstruction is more challeng-
ing than the image-related problem because, from the hard-
ware side, it requires a programmable camera and, from the
software side, the data is dynamic. The earlier reference in
this case is [KUWS03], where classical vision methods for
motion estimation are used to deal with the motion between
frames. For a review of methods we refer to [Mys08]. Our
approach for HDR video is based on histograms. It is ef-
ficient, simple and robust to noise. The creation of HDR
video with a programmable camera was briefly introduced
in [Vel07]. This work contains further elaboration of this
novel method. The HDR reconstruction algorithm is a mod-
ified version of [RBS99]. The histogram-based image regis-
tration technique is brought from [War03], and the Radiance
Map reconstruction with ghost removal is made in a similar
way to what is described in [MPC09].

HDR Video Our method has three steps: first, the camera
response function is estimated using a histogram-based tech-
nique; second, multiresolution alignment of threshold im-
ages based on histogram cuts is performed; third, the radi-
ance map is reconstructed observing the variances of radi-
ance values for each pixel.

The input of our algorithm is a sequence of triples of im-
ages {F i}, where F i = {F i

1,F
i
2,F

i
3}. The exposure of F i

1 is
updated during the video capture, through an auto-exposure
algorithm. F i

2 and F i
3 have exposures that are, respectively,

a half and twice the exposure of F i
1, for all i. We are assum-

ing, based on [Vel07], that exposure changes preserve mono-
tonicity of pixel values. Intuitively, the n brightest pixels in
a frame with exposure e1 correspond approximately to the n

brightest pixels in a subsequent frame with exposure e2, even
though their actual values are not the same. Let {pi} and
{qi} be the sets of pixels from two consecutive frames (say,
P and Q), of the same size, sorted according to the luminance
value of the pixel. The radiance mapping MP,Q, between P
and Q, is defined simply by MP,Q(pi) = qi,∀i. Finally, the
actual pixel value to radiance value mapping can be recov-
ered by applying any of the algorithms available in the lit-
erature. For this particular implementation we have used the
parametric approach described in [MN99].

Aiming not to reduce the HDR-reconstructed video fram-
erate when compared to the captured video, we generate
an HDR frame for each frame in F i. Therefore, once j ∈
{1,2,3} and i are fixed, the remaining frames of the triple
should be aligned with F i

j to compensate for camera move-
ment. We perform a multiresolution alignment based on im-
age pyramids, which is described in detail in [War03].

One of the main difficulties of our method consists of cor-
rectly displaying object movement in the scene. This follows
from the fact that our method uses each captured frame for
the resulting video. Three methods were used to deal with
this problem. These methods are shown in the video pro-
vided with the supplementary material. The solutions consist
of either using a simple average based on well-exposedness,
detection of abrupt variations in a pixel’s luminance, or a
more complex method, as follows: disregarding the first and
last two frames of the video and observing an arbitrary frame
F , there are three possible HDR images for F . Considering
the consecutive frames {D, E, F , G, H}, there is an inter-
mediate HDR image for each set {D, E, F}, {E, F , G}, {F ,
G, H}, all of them aligned to F . The average of these HDR
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images results into our final HDR frame F̂ for the captured
frame F . Using F̂ we get a smoother and more robust result
in comparison to what could be achieved by just selecting
one of the intemediate HDR images. F̂ also generates a mo-
tion blur effect, which may not be desirable in some appli-
cations. This method is applied to the entire capture.

Video Capture In this work, we used a Nokia N900 run-
ning Maemo 5 and the FCam API [ATP∗10], which allows
to have full control over the camera parameters, such as ex-
posure time, gain and focus. The major challenge concerning
the capture and processing of HDR frames on a mobile de-
vice is to maintain a fine balance between framerate, mem-
ory usage and processing power. The current implementation
uses three different exposure settings, which provides good
results without harming this balance. We limit our applica-
tion to capture only short videos due to memory limitations.

Processing HDR video The processing of the captured
frames is done after all the frames were captured. This is
a way to guarantee that there is no slowdown during the cap-
ture process. Since this stage is done independently of the
first, virtually any HDR method could be used here. This
stage could be performed on the mobile device, on another
device, or even on a cloud. Our current implementation per-
forms this step on a desktop computer for testing purposes;
however, we are currently working on an application which
will perform the full method on the camera itself. This stage
of implementation is straightforward, since the same code
can run on both machines and the chosen method does not
demand high processing power.

Results In the current implementation stage the algorithm
being used on the Nokia N900 returns a sequence of im-
ages with varying exposures. We then proceed by transfer-
ring the results to a desktop computer in order to process the
data. After this step, we have a set of HDR images, which
correspond to each frame of the captured video. In order to
be able to visualize our results on regular LDR devices, a
tone-mapping algorithm is also necessary. This step is done
by using the pfstmo library, from the Max Planck Insti-
tute. After testing several tone-mapping methods, we have
decided to use an implementation of [DMAC03] present in
the library, due to both its speed and the quality of the results
obtained. The final resulting tone-mapped output, along with
a sequence of three differently exposed frames generated by
our program can be seen on Figure 1.

Future Work An interesting challenge involves finding a
better way to deal with the device’s small memory, in order
to increase the amount of frames that can be captured. A pos-
sible solution lies in creating a low priority thread that would
save images to the device’s hard disk while the program is
still running. Another improvement might come from other
means of pixel correspondence for object movement in the
scene, such as optical flow, to further enhance the quality of

Figure 1: (Top) Captured frames. From left to right:
optimally-, sub- and super-exposed shots. (Bottom) Corre-
sponding results with tone-mapping. Notice that the back-
ground (resp., the building interior) is only well-exposed on
the second (resp., third) captured frame. Both areas of the
image are well visible in the three tone-mapped results.

the results. Also, other Tone Enhancement techniques could
be used to improve the quality of the captured videos.
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